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ABSTRACT
The massive stars that ionised the Universe have short lifetimes and can only be
studied near the time of formation, but any low mass stars that formed contempo-
raneously might be observable in the local Universe today. We study the abundance
pattern and spatial distribution of these ‘siblings of reionizers’ (SoRs) in the eagle
cosmological hydrodynamical simulation. SoRs tend to be enriched to super-solar lev-
els in α-elements compared to iron. In eagle galaxies resembling the Milky Way,
∼ 40 percent of carbon-enhanced metal poor (CEMP) stars are SoRs. Conversely,
∼ 10 percent of all SoRs are CEMP stars. This fraction increases to & 50 percent
for SoRs of metallicity [Fe/H]< −4, and at such low metallicities, most of the CEMP
stars are of CEMP-no subtype that are lacking neutron capture elements. Although
these numbers may well depend on the details of the physical models implemented
in eagle, the trends we describe are robust as they result from the strong feedback
from star formation in early galaxies, itself a key ingredient of most current models
of galaxy formation. We further find that most SoRs today reside in halos with mass
Mh ' 1012 M, and 50 percent of them are in the halo of their central galaxy (dis-
tance > 10 kpc), mainly because they were accreted onto their current host rather
than formed in-situ. To a good approximation, the SoRs are CEMP-no stars that re-
side in the stellar halos of massive galaxies, with nearly half of them contributing to
the intracluster light in groups and clusters.
Key words: dark ages, reionization – Galaxies : evolution – Galaxy : stellar content
– solar neighbourhood
1 INTRODUCTION
The measurement of the Thomson optical depth towards
the surface of last scattering suggests that the intergalactic
medium was completely reionized between redshift 6 and
9 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015). The details of this
process are uncertain and the nature of the sources that
dominated the production of ionising photons is hotly de-
bated, with ‘first’ stars (with zero-metallicity and thought
to be relatively massive) and the first generation of galaxies,
the leading candidates (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2015; Robert-
son et al. 2015; Sharma et al. 2016b). The contribution of
quasars is controversial (compare e.g. Madau & Haardt 2015
to Parsa et al. 2017). Studying these candidate reionizers in
detail is one of the main science drivers of the James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST, Gardner et al. 2006); see e.g. Za-
ckrisson et al. (2017).
An alternative way of learning about the source of reion-
ization is through ‘galactic archaeology’(or ‘near field cos-
mology’): studying the properties of the oldest stars, in par-
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ticular those that formed before z ' 6, in the local Universe
(e.g. Trenti et al. 2010; Frebel & Norris 2015). High-mass
stars, the likely dominant sources of ionising photons, have
short lifetimes (∼ 20 Myr), and hence only their remnants -
black holes or neutron stars if they have remnants at all
- would exist today; therefore the ‘reionizers’ themselves
cannot be studied locally. However, lower-mass stars that
formed contemporaneously with the reionizers may survive
until the present day, and be detectable in the Milky Way
and its dwarf satellites. We will refer to such stars as the ‘sib-
lings of reionizers’ (SoRs for short). Their numbers, spatial
distribution, and composition, may provide valuable clues to
star formation during the epoch of reionization. Determin-
ing the ages of such old stars accurately is challenging, but
their composition - the abundance of elements heavier than
helium1 - can be used as a proxy for age and it can provide
a wealth of information on the assembly history of galaxies
and the epoch of reionization (e.g. Beers & Christlieb 2005;
1 We will use the symbol Z to refer to the mass fraction of such
elements.
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2Bromm & Yoshida 2011; Beers & Christlieb 2005; Frebel
& Norris 2015). Specific stellar populations (e.g. SoRs) can
then be identified by searching for the expected abundance
patterns in metal poor stars (e.g. Frebel et al. 2008).
A number of surveys have searched the Milky Way and
its dwarf satellites for metal poor stars (see Frebel & Nor-
ris 2015, for a review). Bond (1970) conducted one of the
first surveys to identify metal poor stars in the Galactic
halo. Beers et al. (1985) (see also Beers et al. 1992) under-
took an objective prism survey to identify low metallicity
stars. More recently, the ESO-Hamburg Survey (Christlieb
2003) and SEGUE/SDSS survey (Spite et al. 2011) detected
a large number of stars with [Fe/H]< −3 (Norris et al. 2013)
and a few with even lower abundance, up to [Fe/H]< −5
(Christlieb et al. 2002; Frebel et al. 2008; Keller et al. 2014),
which interestingly appear to be the oldest stars discovered
to date (Frebel & Norris 2015). Many more stars will be
discovered by upcoming surveys such as LAMOST (Li et al.
2015) and GAIA (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016). The pe-
culiar metallicity pattern of some of the detected stars has
been suggested to point to enrichment by very early low-Z
supernova (e.g. Aoki et al. 2014).
Rather than studying individual peculiar stars, it might
be possible to study the abundances of large numbers of old
stars and constrain the nature of reionizers as well as the
properties of their host galaxy. Sharma et al. (2016a) used
simulations to demonstrate that the bursty nature of star
formation in galaxies at redshifts z ' 6, combined with poor
metal mixing in early enrichment events, gives rise to char-
acteristic abundance patterns at low metallicity. In these
simulations, Sharma et al. (2016a) found that the first gen-
eration of SoRs is enriched by massive low metallicity type
II supernovae (SNe), whose yields exhibit large over abun-
dances of carbon compared to iron (usually referred to as
‘CEMP’ stars - carbon enhanced metal poor stars) amongst
other abundance peculiarities. Strong outflows powered by
these same SNe then temporarily suppress further star for-
mation in the young galaxy and enrich the surroundings with
type II ejecta. Such winds are thought to be the origin of
the metals detected in the intergalactic medium (e.g. Becker
et al. 2006; Cai et al. 2017).
Star formation can resume once the galaxy accretes gas
as part of the galaxy’s build-up. The newly accreted pristine
gas can be enriched with carbon produced by asymptotic gi-
ant branch stars (AGB stars), yielding a second population
of SoRs that are carbon enhanced compared to iron and to
oxygen as well, additionally exhibiting s-process character-
istics. The episodic inflow and outflows of gas in galaxies
during their first star formation episodes - which we refer
to as breathing modes - combined with the yields of stars
at low metallicity, therefore predicts a large spread in [C/O]
at low Z, with stars with high [C/O] that were enriched
by AGB stars displaying additionally evidence for s-process
burning, and stars with lower [C/O] displaying evidence for
low-Z type II nucleosynthesic processing, such as CEMP-no
characteristics (see Beers & Christlieb 2005 for an overview
of the properties and nomenclature of CEMP stars, and,
in particular, the definition of CEMP-s (for s-process en-
riched), CEMP-r (for r-process enriched), and CEMP-no
stars). Sharma et al. (2016a) argue that the abundance pat-
tern measured in low-Z Milky Way stars provides some sup-
port for this sequence of events. In this paper, we further
investigate the connection between SoRs and CEMPs, by
studying their chemical abundance patterns, statistics and
spatial distributions in simulations.
The theoretical studies by White & Springel (2000) and
Brook et al. (2007) have used dark matter only cosmological
simulations to track dark matter particles judiciously chosen
to be SoRs. This technique has also been adopted in semi-
analytic models (e.g. Salvadori et al. 2010; Tumlinson 2010).
These studies suggest that the oldest Milky Way stars reside
in the bulge - where they might be difficult to detect given
the high stellar density there. Hydrodynamical simulations
show that fragments of pre-reionization galaxies containing
SoRs may be contained in local group dwarf galaxies today
(Gnedin & Kravtsov 2006; see also Madau et al. 2008; Bovill
& Ricotti 2011).
Simulations that include gas physics such as e.g. eagle
(Schaye et al. 2015), do not have resolution at the scale of a
star, but still can identify the fossils of early galaxies in the
present day Universe and hence provide a clue to where to
look for SoRs. Starkenburg et al. (2017) used the apostle
simulation (Sawala et al. 2016) and found that though the
overall population of metal poor old stars is centrally con-
centrated, the fraction of such stars to all stars, increases
with distance from the centre. They further find that more
than half of the most metal poor stars should be located out-
side the solar circle. The main driver of these trends has not
been examined in detail yet, with radial migration of stars
and the manner in which the MW accretes SoRs, both likely
playing a role. These mechanisms were invoked by Navarro
et al. (2017) (but see Haywood et al. (2015)) to explain the
separation between the thin and the thick discs in the [α/Fe]
versus [Fe/H] diagrams for MW stars (Bovy et al. 2016).
In this paper, we use the eagle cosmological hydrody-
namical simulation (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015)
to identify SoRs among the metal poor stars. We further
examine the spatial distribution of SoRs in galaxies and ex-
amine the processes that give rise to the trends that we find.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 starts with a
brief overview of the eagle simulations, and continues with
a discussion of the key aspects of our model for reionizers
and their siblings. In Section 3, we investigate the connec-
tion between SoRs and the observed stars in the Milky way.
In Section 4, we explore the distribution of stars in other
galaxies. We summarise our findings in Section 5.
2 SIMULATIONS AND MODEL
ASSUMPTIONS
2.1 The eagle simulation
eagle (Schaye et al. 2015) is a suite of cosmological hydro-
dynamical simulations based on the gadget smoothed par-
ticle hydrodynamic (SPH) code (Springel 2005). The sim-
ulation code includes modification to the hydro-solver to
resolve known issues with standard SPH, as well as a set of
‘subgrid’ physics modules to capture the unresolved physics
of interstellar medium, and of feedback from stars and ac-
creting supermassive black holes. Numerical parameters that
appear in these modules are calibrated to z ≈ 0 observa-
tions of galaxies, in particular the galaxy stellar mass func-
tion, the relation between galaxy mass and galaxy size, and
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the relation between galaxy mass and black hole mass, see
Crain et al. (2015) for details. Galaxies are identified in post-
processing with the subfind algorithm described by Springel
et al. (2001); Dolag et al. (2009).
We briefly discuss the subgrid modules here (see Schaye
et al. 2015 for full details). A spatially uniform but evolv-
ing background of UV, X-ray, CMB and ionising photons,
as computed by Haardt & Madau (2001), is switched on at
redshift 11 to mimic reionisation of hydrogen and of He i to
He ii. The ionising radiation photo-heats gas and suppresses
radiative cooling, the implementation of this process in ea-
gle is discussed in detail by Wiersma et al. (2009a). The
implementation of star formation follows Schaye & Dalla
Vecchia (2008): a collisional gas particle is stochastically
converted to a collisionless star particle above a metallicity-
dependent density threshold, at a rate that guarantees that
simulated galaxies follow the Kennicutt-Schmidt law (Ken-
nicutt 1998). Star particles in the simulation represent a sin-
gle population of stars with a Chabrier (2003) initial mass
function (IMF) in the mass range 0.1–100 M. Feedback
from star formation is implemented using a scheme in which
the loss of energy due to lack of resolution is compensated for
by the additional injection of energy, see Crain et al. 2015.
Stellar evolution is implemented as described by Wiersma
et al. (2009b). The simulation traces the abundances of 11
elements (H, He, C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca, Fe) and tracks
how these are burned and synthesised by AGB stars, type
Ia SNe, and massive stars and their type II SNe end stages,
see Wiersma et al. (2009b) for a description of the stellar
life-times and metallicity dependent yields used. Many prop-
erties of the simulated galaxies can be queried in the public
data base described by McAlpine et al. (2016), and the par-
ticle data of the simulation has been made public as well
(EagleTeam 2017).
In this paper we use the eagle simulation labelled
Recal-L025N0752 in table 2 of Schaye et al. (2015). The cu-
bic simulation volume has comoving sides of 25 Mpc, and the
simulation has dark matter particles of mass 1.21× 106 M
and gas particles with initial mass 2.26 × 105 M; the
Plummer-equivalent gravitational softening is  = 0.35 kpc
at z = 0. We refer to this particular member of the eagle
simulation suite as ‘the eagle simulation below.
2.2 Reionizers in eagle, and their siblings
Our model for reionization is described by Sharma et al.
(2016b, 2017), we begin with a brief summary of this work.
The model postulates that the escape fraction of ionising
photons increases with redshift. Such a rapid increase is re-
quired to simultaneously explain the low values of fesc mea-
sured in the local Universe, not overproduce the amplitude
of the ionising background at redshifts z = 1 − 4, and yet
have galaxies emit the required number of ionising photons
to reionise the Universe by z & 6 (e.g. Haardt & Madau
2012; Khaire et al. 2015). In our model, the increase in fesc
is a consequence of star formation (in eagle and many other
simulations, and presumably also in the Universe) becoming
increasingly bursty at high z, with bursts creating channels
in the galaxy’s interstellar medium through which ionising
photons can escape. The model follows Heckman (2001) in
linking such bursty outflows to regions where star formation
occurs where the surface density2 of star formation, Σ˙?, is
higher than a threshold value of Σ˙?,crit ≈ 0.1Myr−1 kpc2.
The model further assumes that when Σ˙? < Σ˙?,crit, the es-
cape fraction of ionising photons is low, fesc ≈ 0, whereas
when Σ˙? > Σ˙?,crit, fesc = 20 per cent.
There is some observational evidence to support the ba-
sic assumptions of our model. Most star formation in the lo-
cal Universe occurs at surface densities Σ˙? << Σ˙?,crit (Bris-
bin & Harwit 2012), hence the model predicts fesc ≈ 0, con-
sistent with the low values inferred observationally which
are of order a few per cent or less (e.g. Bland-Hawthorn &
Maloney 2001; Bridge et al. 2010; Mostardi et al. 2015), even
up to z ∼ 1. In contrast high values of fesc ∼ 20 per cent are
measured in the few local cases of extremely compact vig-
orously star forming galaxies (Borthakur et al. 2014; Izotov
et al. 2016; Leitherer et al. 2016; Marchi et al. 2017), which
indeed have Σ˙?  Σ˙?,crit. There is growing evidence that
such compact galaxies with high star formation rate, and
hence high values of Σ˙?, indeed are associated with strong
outflows or at least have a strongly turbulent interstellar
medium (e.g. Amor´ın et al. 2017; Chisholm et al. 2017),
consistent with such turbulent motions creating channels
allowing ionising photons to escape. The bursty nature of
star formation in small galaxies at high-z is well established
in high-resolution numerical simulations (e.g. Wise & Cen
2009; Kimm & Cen 2014; El-Badry et al. 2016) where it al-
lows ionising photons to escape (Trebitsch et al. 2017). In
addition, the detection of metals in the intergalactic medium
at z ' 6 (e.g. Becker et al. 2006) provides fossil evidence that
outflows are indeed ubiquitous at high z.
Galaxies at high redshift are small and compact in ea-
gle (Furlong et al. 2017; Sharma et al. 2017) as well as in the
observed Universe (e.g. Shibuya et al. 2015). We find that
more than 80 percent of star formation at z & 6 in eagle
occurs at Σ˙? > Σ˙?,crit, which we take to yield fesc ∼ 20 per-
cent. Given this we will assume in this paper that all star
formation before z = 6 contributes to reionization. We then
divide stars formed at z ' 6 into two categories, ‘reionizers’
- those stars that produced the ionising photons and which
have no age datable remnants today - and their siblings
(SoRs) - stars that formed contemporaneously and are of low
enough mass to survive to the present. Although SoRs do not
necessarily have extremely low metallicity, their metallicity
patterns may nevertheless provide evidence for enrichment
by reionizers. Since detailed observations of individual stars
is only possible locally, we begin by examining SoRs in Milky
Way-like eagle galaxies.
3 SoRs IN THE MILKY WAY
To compare our predictions to data ideally involves studying
the distribution of the oldest observed stars, for example
in the Milky Way (MW) or its satellites. In this section
we identify MW-like galaxies with central eagle galaxies
that inhabit a dark matter halo of mass Mh in the range
1012 < Mh < 10
12.5 h−1M (see e.g. Wang et al. (2015) and
references therein for motivation of this range).
2 Σ˙? is the surface density of star formation averaged on ∼ kpc2,
scale, similar to the star formation surface density appearing in
the Kennicutt-Schmidt law (Kennicutt 1998).
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4Figure 1. Bottom panel: Distribution of [Fe/H] for stars in galax-
ies that inhabit a halo of mass 1012 < Mh < 10
12.5 h−1M
and with star formation rate M˙? & 1 M yr−1 (‘Milky Way-
like’ galaxies) at z = 0 in the RecalL0025N0752 eagle simula-
tion. The blue line refers to the stars in the solar neighbourhood
(6 < R < 10 kpc, |z| < 2 kpc) in such galaxies, the red solid line
refers to such stars that additionally formed before z = 6 (termed
siblings of reionizers, or SoRs); the red dashed line to all SoRs in
MW type galaxies. The blue dotted line shows the observed dis-
tribution from the rave data release 5 (Kunder et al. 2017). Top
panel: corresponding cumulative distributions. In eagle, approxi-
mately 60 percent of SoRs are metal poor ([Fe/H]< −2), whereas
less than 1 per cent of all stars are metal poor. The apparent
over-abundance of stars with [Fe/H]< −1 in eagle simulation
compared to that in rave may be due to a lack of metal mix-
ing in the simulations, see text for discussion and Kunder et al.
(2017) for details of observational biases.
3.1 Old but rich
Determining the ages of stars accurately is challenging, see
e.g. the review by Soderblom (2010) on age-dating meth-
ods, which starts with the statement that ‘ages of individ-
ual stars cannot be measured’. Isochrone modelling requires
high-resolution and high signal-to-noise spectra, which are
now available for hundreds of stars in the MW’s bulge. With
this method, uncertainties in the ages of individual stars
are typically of the order of several gigayears or more (e.g.
Bensby et al. 2017). Nucleocosmochronometry is based on
radioactive-decay of elements and can in principle give more
accurate and arguably less model dependent age estimates.
This method also requires the best spectra possible, but even
then the age uncertainty is of the order of gigayears; see e.g.
Christlieb (2016) who collates data from a range of papers
on ages of r-process enhanced, low-Z halo stars. The abun-
dance of O and N can be used to determine ages of red
giants that agree well with those inferred from astroseismol-
ogy determinations (Martig et al. 2016). This promising new
method still gives root mean square errors of the order of
40 per cent. Therefore even with the best data available, ob-
Figure 2. Bottom panel: Distribution of [Mg/Fe] in eagle MW
stars. The blue line refers to all the stars, the red solid line refers
to stars that formed before z = 6. The distribution of [Mg/Fe] of
rave stars (Kunder et al. 2017) is shown as a blue dotted line. Top
panel: corresponding cumulative distributions. The distribution of
[Mg/Fe] in eagle is very similar in shape to that measured by
rave, but offset by ∼ 0.1 dex to higher values. SoRs have a much
wider distribution in [Mg/Fe], are typically enhanced in [Mg/Fe],
and display a striking minimum value of [Mg/Fe]' −1.5 (see text
for discussion).
Figure 3. Bottom panel: Distribution of the formation redshift
of eagle MW stars selected to have a give over abundance of α-
elements: [C/Fe]> 1 (CEMP stars, black line), [Mg/Fe]> 1 (pur-
ple line) and [Si/Fe]> 1 (red line) The top panel shows these
distributions cumulatively.
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servations cannot really reliably determine whether an old
star formed before z = 6 (age of the Universe 1 Gyr) or
z = 4 (age = 1.6 Gyr), say.
Stellar metallicity is therefore often used in Local Group
studies as a proxy for stellar age, under the reasonable as-
sumption that on average stars that formed early on have
low Z (e.g. Frebel & Norris 2015). In eagle, an enriching
particle spreads its metals to neighbouring gas particles as
described by Wiersma et al. (2009b), without any further
metal mixing or metal diffusion (neither physical nor nu-
merical). We do so because at our resolution of ∼ 105M
per gas particle, we cannot hope to follow the intricacies of
the turbulent metal mixing that might be occurring; see Sar-
mento et al. (2017) for a detailed model. Nevertheless eagle
predicts a distribution of metallicities and metallicity gradi-
ents in MW-like galaxies that reproduces several observed
trends; for example the statistics and trends of CEMP stars
(Sharma et al. 2016a), and the emergence of a radially flaring
thin disk of relative young stars with low [α/Fe] and a non-
flaring thick disk of mostly older stars with high [α/Fe] (see
the analysis by Navarro et al. 2017 of the apostle zooms of
MW-like galaxy simulations (Sawala et al. 2016) performed
with the eagle code).
With this prescription for enrichment it is true that
old stars in eagle MW galaxies tend to have low [Fe/H]
(Fig. 1): 60 per cent of stars that formed before z = 6 have
[Fe/H]< −2, the usual criterium for being classified as metal
poor (e.g. Beers & Christlieb 2005). However the reverse
is not necessarily true: only 15 per cent of stars that are
metal poor formed before z = 6 (see also Starkenburg et al.
(2017)). Conversely, a small fraction of stars that formed
before z = 6 have a metallicity as high as Z ∼ 0.1Z - these
stars are ‘old but (metal) rich’.
The distribution in [Fe/H] of stars in the solar neigh-
bourhood (defined here as stars with height z above the disc
of |z| < 2 kpc, and distance R from the centre in the range,
6 < R/kpc < 10, of MW type eagle galaxies (blue his-
togram in Fig. 1) resembles that from observed stars from
the rave database (Kunder et al. 2017) (dashed blue line),
peaking at solar [Fe/H] and with a rapidly decreasing frac-
tion of stars with super-solar [Fe/H]. However it is clear
from Fig. 1 that eagle has considerably more stars with
low [Fe/H] than are present in rave, an apparent inconsis-
tency that has been seen in previous simulations as well.
Pilkington et al. (2012) attributed it to a lack of metal dif-
fusion and mixing in their simulations. Consistent with this
assumption, Williamson et al. (2016) show that including
metal diffusion, even at low levels, suppresses the number
of low metallicity stars that form in their dwarf galaxy sim-
ulation. Given this limitation in the eagle simulation, we
will mostly concentrate on metal ratios which are not so
sensitive to lack of metal mixing, particularly when study-
ing abundances of elements that are both produced by the
same type II SNe. We therefore explore in the next sections
whether the simulation can help to distinguish between SoRs
(zform > 6) and metal poor stars ([Fe/H]< −1) based on
spatial location and abundance patterns.
3.2 Elemental abundance patterns of SoRs
The first generation of extremely low-Z or indeed metal free
stars is expected to produce elements with characteristic
patterns (e.g. Chan & Heger 2016). Low-mass stars enriched
with a mixture of metals may prove to be a smoking gun for
the occurrence of such SNe and enable us to study their
properties. Abundances in stars (Aoki et al. 2014; Cooke &
Madau 2014; Ishigaki et al. 2014; Frebel & Norris 2015) and
in low-Z damped-Lyman-α systems (DLAs) (Cooke et al.
2011, 2017) have been interpreted as evidence for such early
star formation. However, rather than examining in detail the
abundance pattern associated with a given single SN, less
extreme early nucleosynthesis may also leave its imprint in
the abundance pattern of a large number of low-mass stars
that form contemporaneously. What do we expect?
The standard model of stellar evolution comprises three
main nucleosynthesis channels: (i) Hydrostatic burning in
massive stars, M ' 6 M, and explosive burning in their
type II core-collapse SNe descendants, which results in α-
element rich ashes (that possibly are r-process enriched 3),
(ii) Hydrostatic burning in intermediate mass stars (0.5 /
M/M < 6), yielding C, O and s-process neutron capture
rich ejecta when the star is on the asymptotic giant branch
(AGB stars), and (iii) explosive burning in Type Ia SNe
yielding Fe-rich ejecta; see e.g. Nomoto et al. (2013) for a
recent review. Given the short lifetimes of massive stars,
compared to that of AGB or the lower-mass progenitors of
type Ia SNe, then suggest that old stars are likely to be over-
abundant in α elements; see e.g. the discussion by Bensby
et al. (2014). If the massive stars that produce these ele-
ments are themselves metal poor, then we do not expect
to detect large contributions from either the s- or the r-
process. The abundance of α elements with higher atomic
number, A, is also likely to be suppressed compared to that
of lower A α elements, such as C, O and Mg for example
(see e.g Sharma et al. 2016a for more discussion). CEMP-no
stars (metal poor stars with [Fe/H]/ −1 that are carbon
enhanced, [C/Fe]' 1, and without evidence for either slow
or fast neutron capture elements) are therefore good candi-
dates. This motivates us to examine α-element abundances
of eagle MW-stars and of the SoRs.
Stars that formed before z = 6 indeed are α-enriched,
with typically [Mg/Fe]> 0 (Fig.2) - consistent with en-
richment by type II ejecta. The distribution in [Mg/Fe]
is broad in SoRs (and plausibly overestimated because of
lack of metal mixing in eagle early galaxies4). Comparing
the blue and red curves suggests that selecting stars with
[Mg/Fe]> 1, say, could be used to identify SoRs. To examine
this in more detail we plot the PDF of formation redshifts
for stars with [α/Fe]> 1 in Fig.3, for α elements C, Mg,
and Si. From this we see that 80% of stars with [C/Fe]> 1
or [Mg/Fe]> 1 formed before z ∼ 2, whereas 80% of stars
3 The origin of r-process elements is debated. It is possible that
this process only operates in sufficiently metal rich type II SNe,
and/or it could also be that neutron star - neutron star mergers
are the main source; see e.g. Thielemann et al. (2017); Pian et al.
(2017).
4 A striking feature of Fig. 2 is the abrupt lower limit in [Mg/Fe]'
−1.5, which is very apparent in SoRs (red curve) and to a much
lesser extent in the PDF of all eagle stars (blue curve). The origin
of this lower limit is predominant enrichment by type Ia SNe.
Indeed, the type Ia yields used in eagle have [Mg/Fe]∼ −1.5.
Stars also enriched with Fe by type II SNe have higher values of
[Si/Fe].
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6with [Si/Fe]> 1 even formed before z = 6. This would sug-
gest that a high value of [Si/Fe] is therefore an even better
indicator that the star is very old.
We characterise a selection criterion S (e.g. [C/Fe]> 1)
for SoRs in terms of its ‘purity‘, P , and ‘completeness’, C,
defined as
P =
P(S⋂SoR)
P(S)
C =
P(S⋂SoR)
P(SoR) . (1)
Here, P(SoR) denotes the fraction of stars that are SoRs,
P(S⋂SoRs) the fraction of stars that satisfy S and are
SoRs, etc. A pure selection criterion has P ∼ 1, meaning
a star that satisfies S is most likely a SoR, a complete selec-
tion criterion has C ∼ 1, meaning almost all SoRs satisfy it.
For given S, we can compute P (S) and C(S), and varying
the value of S yields a curve in a diagram of P versus C. In
Fig. 4, we plot these curves for [C/Fe], [Mg/Fe] and [Si/Fe]
obtained for all the SoRs in MW-like galaxies in eagle (thin
solid lines). At face value, these curves suggest that [Si/Fe]
is the best compromise between purity and completeness,
since, for example, [Si/Fe]=0.7 yields P ∼ 0.7 (i.e. only
30 per cent of stars with [Si/Fe]> 0.7 are not SoRs) and
C ∼ 0.3 (i.e. 30 per cent of SoRs also have [Si/Fe]> 0.7).
We attempt to compare these trends in eagle to those
measured in observed very low metallicity stars taken from
the saga database (Suda et al. 2011) 5. To do so we assume
that all saga stars are SoRs, which is not unreasonable given
their very low [Fe/H]. This allows us to compute the com-
pleteness, C, for saga stars. Of course we cannot compute
their P values, since this requires knowledge of the value
of S for all MW stars, and in addition which of these is a
SoR. We therefore use the value of P measured from eagle
instead; this results in the thick solid lines in Fig. 4. It is
immediately clear that for a given abundance ratio, [Mg/Fe]
and [Si/Fe] are much more complete in eagle than in saga.
We discuss this apparent discrepancy in more detail in Ap-
pendix 5. However eagle does reproduce the dependence
of C on [C/Fe] measured in saga well: the fraction of SoRs
stars that have [C/Fe] greater than some value agrees rel-
atively well. For example the fraction of SoRs with [C/Fe]
greater than 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 in eagle is 17, 12 and 10 per
cent, respectively, whereas when using saga (for computing
completeness) it is slightly higher at 26, 20 and 17 per cent.
In eagle, high values of [C/Fe] select SoRs with high
purity and completeness: a large fraction of CEMP stars
are SoRs, and vice-versa. Given the relative good agreement
in [C/Fe] ratios measured for SoRs in the saga database,
suggests that the same is true for MW stars.
The approximate correspondence between CEMP stars
and SoRs is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 5, where we plot
the fraction of stars that are carbon enhanced as a function
of [Fe/H]. This fraction increases with decreasing metallicity,
rising from 10 per cent for stars with [Fe/H]< −2 to ≈
60 per cent for stars with [Fe/H]< −4 (blue solid curve). The
5 The observational data represent a diverse collection of abun-
dances of metal poor stars collected from the literature, and this
comparison data is therefore neither complete nor unbiased - see
Suda et al. (2011) for details.
Figure 4. Purity P versus completeness C, as defined in Eq. (1)
for [C/Fe] (black lines), [Mg/Fe] (purple lines) and [Si/Fe] (red
lines); thin solid lines are for eagle MW stars, thick solid lines
when the completeness is calculated using stars from the saga
data base (Suda et al. 2011). Circles from left to right correspond
to overabundances of [α/Fe]= 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 for each element.
trend in eagle agrees strikingly well with the observational
data from Lee et al. (2013) (blue points with error bars)6,
which may be fortuitous. If we restrict the analysis to stars
that formed before z = 6 (SoRs), then the fraction is ≈
20 percent at [Fe/H]= −2 and ≈ 60 percent at [Fe/H]=
−4. This demonstrates once more that a large fraction of
SoRs are CEMPs, particularly at the lowest metallicities.
Vice versa, the purple lines show that a large fraction of
CEMPs are SoRs: 40 per cent of stars with [Fe/H]< −2 and
[C/Fe]> 1 formed before z = 6 in eagle rising to 60 per
cent for [Fe/H]< −4. We conclude that, at low metallicities
([Fe/H]< −4), to a good approximation, CEMP stars and
SoRs are the same population.
3.3 Spatial distribution of SoRs and CEMP stars
in the Milky Way
Observational searches for CEMP stars often scour the stel-
lar halo (by studying halo stars that pass close to the Sun),
and indeed meet with considerable success as discussed in
the Introduction. Here we examine the spatial distribution
of both SoRs and CEMPs in eagle MW galaxies.
We find that the distribution of SoRs is centrally
concentrated, reaching a central surface density of ∼
108 M kpc−2. However stars that form more recently are
even more centrally concentrated, so that the fraction of
stars that are SoRs increases with distance from the centre
(Fig. 6). At the location of the Sun, r ∼ 8 kpc, we predict
that ≈ 1 per cent of stars within |z| < 2 kpc of the disc are
SoRs. So even though the number density of SoRs is higher
6 The upcoming revised numbers from the observations are ex-
pected to be higher (Tim Beers pvt. comm. and Yoon et al. 2018).
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Figure 5. Fraction of stars with [C/Fe]> 1.0 and [Fe/H]< −1
(f<) as a function of their [Fe/H], for eagle MW stars (blue solid
line), and for eagle SoRs (red solid line). Blue data points with
error bars show f< for observed MW stars taken from Lee et al.
(2013). The good agreement with the corresponding fraction in
eagle is striking. The fraction of eagle CEMP stars ([C/Fe]>
1.0, [Fe/H]< −1), that formed before z = 6 (z = 5.5) as a function
of [Fe/H], is plotted as a (solid (dashed) purple line).
in the bulge, it might still be easier to find them in the Solar
neighbourhood.
These findings agree with earlier work. White &
Springel (2000) used dark matter only simulations, labelling
some of them as a ‘first stars’, and found that such old stars
are concentrated in the bulge. Brook et al. (2007) confirm
these findings but also report the possibility of there being
a population of metal poor stars in the Galactic halo. Tum-
linson (2010) and the semi analytic work by Salvadori et al.
(2010), also conclude that the central region of the galaxy
hosts most of its metal poor stellar population. The sim-
ulation of the MW-Andromeda ‘Local Group’, analysed by
Starkenburg et al. (2017), that has the same subgrid physics
as in this study, also predicts that most of the metal poor
stars are centrally concentrated. In Fig. 6 we selected stars
by age rather than metallicity, however as we discussed pre-
viously, more than 50 per cent of stars that are metal poor,
[Fe/H]< −2, are also old, formation redshift z > 6. So the
good agreement between our findings and those of other
groups is not surprising.
We now turn our attention to the spatial distribution of
CEMP stars. CEMP stars are further divided into CEMP-s
stars (which are overabundant in slow neutron capture (‘s-
process’) elements such as barium), CEMP-r stars (which
are overabundant in rapid neutron capture (‘r-process’) ele-
ments), and CEMP-no that are not overabundant in either
neutron capture element, and CEMP-rs that are overabun-
dant in both; Beers & Christlieb (see e.g. 2005). The ori-
gin of CEMP-s stars is typically attributed to mass transfer
from an AGB binary companion, but Sharma et al. (2017)
suggests they may also originate from star formation in
gas enriched only (or at least mostly) by ejecta from AGB
stars. In contrast, CEMP-no stars may result from enrich-
ment by low-Z type II SNe. Observationally, CEMP-no stars
Figure 6. Spatial distribution of SoRs in eagle MW galax-
ies. Top panel: surface density of SoRs (stars that formed before
z = 6) in MW discs seen face-on. Colours encode stellar surface
density. Middle panel: ratio of surface density of SoRs over total
stellar surface density. These plots show that SoRs are centrally
concentrated, but less so than stars that form later, such that the
fraction of SoRs increases with distance r from the centre. Bot-
tom panel: radial profile of stellar surface density for SoRs (solid
black line), and for all stars (black dashed line). Red dots show
the fraction of SoRs (right hand y-axis).
have typically lower [Fe/H] than CEMP-s stars (Aoki et al.
2007): at [Fe/H]< −3 most observed CEMP stars are of
type CEMP-no (Frebel & Norris 2015). Interestingly, the
fraction of CEMP-no stars increases with distance r from
the galaxy’s centre (Carollo et al. 2014). What can be the
reason for this?
In eagle we found that a considerable fraction of SoRs
are CEMPs, and hence we expect the fraction of CEMP stars
to increases with distance r from the centre, and with height
z above the disc, as do SoRs. We further divide CEMP stars
([C/Fe]> 1, [Fe/H]< −1) in eagle into subtypes by using
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8Figure 7. Bottom panel: radial distribution of CEMP stars
([C/Fe]> 1, [Fe/H]< −1) in a galaxy like the Milky Way se-
lected from eagle for type CEMP-s (blue line, A(C)> 7.1), and
type CEMP-no (red line, A(C)< 7.1)). Top panel: corresponding
cumulative distribution.
their absolute carbon abundance, A(C), and select CEMP-s
stars by requiring A(C)> 7.1, and CEMP-no stars by re-
quiring A(C)< 7.1, as in Yoon et al. (2016). In Figure 7 we
plot the radial distribution of CEMP-no and CEMP-s stars
in eagle MW galaxies. We find that CEMP-no stars have a
more extended distribution compared to the CEMP-s stars:
50 per cent of CEMP-no stars have r / 13 kpc, whereas
50 per cent of CEMP-s stars have r / 7 kpc; at r > 10 kpc
most of the stars CEMP stars are CEMP-no. This is re-
markably similar to observed, (Carollo et al. 2014; Lee et al.
2017). For example, Carollo et al. (2014) find that 70 percent
of stars in the outer halo are of CEMP-no subtype.
The reason that most CEMP stars are CEMP-no in the
outskirts of the eagle MW galaxies is closely related to
the nature of star formation in progenitors of MW galaxies,
as discussed by Sharma et al. (2016b, 2017). Star forma-
tion in these dwarf galaxies is very bursty leading to poor
mixing of type II SN and AGB ejecta - this is what gives
rise to the CEMP-no and CEMP-s stars in the first place,
with CEMP-no stars forming during blow-out of a galaxy.
When such galaxy fragments merge during the hierarchical
build-up of the MW, many of their collisionless stars do not
end-up in the centre of the merger remnant but rather in
its outskirts: most of the extended population of CEMP-
no stars was accreted (formed ex situ), while the majority
of the centrally concentrated CEMP-s and CEMP-no stars
were formed later and in situ (see Fig. 10 and 11).
3.4 SoRs in the integrals of motion plane
The spatial distribution of SoRs or CEMPs is usually de-
scribed in terms of their distance to the centre and their
height above the disc, (r, z), but of course these are not
constants of the motion. A better description is in terms
Figure 8. Distribution of eagle MW stars in the integral of
motion plane. Pixels are coloured by the density of stars in E−Lz
space, for recently formed stars (top panel) and SoRs stars (bottom
panel), selected from an eagle MW galaxy. The blue curve is the
relation between E and Lz from Eq. 2, for particles on a circular
orbit, in an NFW halo with scale radius rs ≈ 5 kpc and circular
velocity at virial radius v200 ∼ 200 km s−1; the blue circles,
from the lowermost to uppermost denote values corresponding to
x = 0.1, 1 and 5, respectively.
of their energy per unit mass, and spin angular momentum
about the symmetry axis of the galaxy, (E,Lz), which are at
least approximately conserved. This distribution is plotted
in Fig. 8 as a 2D histogram of the density of stars with given
E and Lz, for stars in one eagle MW-galaxy.
Not surprisingly, the distributions of old and young
stars is strikingly different: recently formed stars (top panel)
hug the blue line, which corresponds to stars that are on
nearly circular orbits in the disc, whereas old stars (bottom
panel) lie almost symmetrically in the funnel-shaped region
delineated by the (same) blue line on the right, and its mir-
ror with respect to Lz = 0 on the left. Clearly disc stars
and accreted stars can be distinguished easily in the E−Lz
‘integrals of motion’ plane (e.g. Helmi et al. 2017).
It is useful to make a simple model that captures where
disc stars (i.e. stars on a circular orbit) and halo stars are
located in an E − Lz plane (e.g. Sellwood & Binney 2002).
We begin by writing Lz = vc r, in terms of the velocity vc of
a star on a circular orbit with radius r, v2c = GM/r, whereM
is enclosed mass, and E = (1/2)v2c +φ; φ is the gravitational
potential. Once a potential-density pair is given, E(Lz) can
be computed.
In the particular case of a Navarro, Frenk and White
(NFW) halo (Navarro et al. 1996), with scale radius rs and
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maximum circular velocity vc,max, this relation can be writ-
ten in parametric form as
Lz
rs vs
= x
(
ln(1 + x)
x
− 1
1 + x
)1/2
E
v2s
= −1
2
(
ln(1 + x)
x
+
1
1 + x
)
L
rs vs
≈ 4
√
6
9
(1 +
E
v2s
)3/2; r  rs . (2)
where x ≡ r/rs. For a given energy E, the angular mo-
mentum of any star is |L| 6 Lz, with Lz given by Eq. (2),
since a circular orbit has the largest angular momentum.
Any star in this spherical halo therefore lies in the funnel-
shaped region, defined by the curves Lz(E) and −Lz(E).
The third equation is the first non-zero term in a Taylor ex-
pansion close to the centre, x = r/rs  1. In these relations,
vs depends on v200 = (GM200/r200)
1/2 and the concentra-
tion, c, of the NFW halo, as
vs = v200 (
ln(1 + c)
c
− 1
1 + c
)−1/2 . (3)
We used common notation, in which the radius of the halo
is r200, defined such that the mean density within r200 is
200 times the critical density, and M200 is the total mass
enclosed within r200.
The parametric relation between E and Lz of Eq. (2)
is plotted in Fig. 8 (blue curve), taking c = 10 (which yields
vs ≈ 2.6 v200), v200 ≈ 200 km s−1 and rs ≈ 5 kpc (reasonable
values for a MW-like halo). It captures well the edges of the
allowed funnel shaped region occupied by stars.
4 SoRs IN OTHER GALAXIES
4.1 Distribution of SoRs across the galaxy
population
The shape of the galaxy stellar mass function at redshift
z = 0 is well described by a Schechter function (Schechter
1976), i.e. a power-law at low mass and an exponential cut-
off above a characteristic mass. Since the galaxy stellar-mass
function is part of the calibration of eagle’s sub-grid param-
eterisation, the simulation reproduces the observed galaxy
stellar mass function well (Schaye et al. 2015). For such a
function, most mass is in massive galaxies, in particular we
find that in eagle more than 70 per cent of the total stellar
mass is in galaxies with M? ' 1010 M (blue line in Fig. 9).
The distribution of SoRs among those galaxies (black
line in the lower panel of Fig. 9) is not very different from
that of total mass for massive galaxies, but there is a no-
ticeable difference at the low mass end: 20 per cent of SoRs
reside in galaxies with M? / 109.2 M, whereas for all stars
that limit is M? / 109.8 M: a larger fraction of SoRs is
contained in lower-mass galaxies compared to the total stel-
lar mass. Even though most SoRs are hosted by massive
galaxies (70 per of the total mass in SoRs is in galaxies with
M? ' 1010 M), the fraction of mass in SoRs in these galax-
ies is typically quite low, of order 0.03 per cent. Vice versa, a
small fraction of the total SoRs is in low-mass galaxies, yet
some of these can have as much as 10 per cent of their to-
tal mass in SoRs. This is not contradictory, because a large
fraction of low-mass galaxies do not host any SoRS at all:
Figure 9. The distribution of siblings of reionizers (SoRs) across
galaxies in eagle simulation L0025N0752 at redshift z = 0. Top
panel: stellar mass fraction in SoRs, fSoRs = M?,SoR/M?, as a
function of M?: every black dot corresponds to an eagle galaxy,
those without SoRs are arbitrarily placed at fSoRs = 10
−4. The
red dashed line is the logarithm of the fraction of galaxies that
do not host any SoRs. Bottom panel: cumulative mass fraction in
SoRs in galaxies below a given M? (black line), the cumulative
mass fraction for all stars is plotted as a blue line.
at M? = 10
8 M, as much as 6 per cent of galaxies do not
host any SoRs. We find that there is no obvious dependence
of the SoRs mass fraction on whether a galaxy is a central
or a satellite.
How do these results compare to previous findings?
From their simulations, Gnedin & Kravtsov (2006) conclude
that low mass dwarf satellites of the Milky Way may con-
tain a high fraction of SoRs (see also Madau et al. 2008),
with 5-15 per cent of the objects that exist at z = 8 surviv-
ing to the present without undergoing significant evolution.
Consistent with this, Frebel et al. (2014) reported that the
nearby dwarf satellite Segue-I contains an unusually high
fraction of metal poor stars (with all seven observed stars
metal poor, [Fe/H]<-1.4, and α-enhanced, [α/Fe]>0.5); see
also Webster et al. (2016). This is not inconsistent with our
findings, however we suggest that the scatter in the abun-
dance of SoRs at low values of M? may be very large.
4.2 Spatial distribution of SoRs in galaxies
The radial profile of total stellar mass is compared to that
of SoRs in Figure 10, for three bins in halo mass. There is
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a clear trend: SoRs are less centrally concentrated than the
total stellar distribution, and this is more so in more mas-
sive halos. We demonstrated that the distribution of SoRs is
more extended than that of all stars in MW-like galaxies in
section 3.3, clearly this is true for all galaxies. There we ar-
gued that this is because many SoRs are accreted, building
up an extended halo of very old stars.
The fraction of SoRs in a galaxy that are accreted,
rather than formed in situ, increases with halo mass, Mh
(Fig. 11, bottom panel). For a MW-like halo mass of Mh ∼
1012 M we find that 80 per cent of SoRs are accreted,
and this fraction rises further with increasing Mh. However,
there is considerable scatter. At low values of Mh, the ac-
creted fraction drops quickly, to as low as 20 per cent at
Mh ∼ 1010.2 M.
The relation between the mass of the halo in which a
SoR formed, and the mass of the halo in which it resides to-
day, is illustrated further in Fig. 11, top panel), which shows
the fraction of mass in SoRs that resides in halos of a given
mass. At high-z, SoRs reside predominantly in relatively low
halos, Mh / 1010.5 and / 1011 M  at z = 8, and z = 6, re-
spectively. Therefore SoRs form in relatively low mass galax-
ies. Yet today, they are found predominantly in massive ha-
los, as we showed before. This is consistent with these mas-
sive halos having mostly accreted their SoRs, which explains
why their spatial distribution is so much more extended than
that of the in situ formed stars, which dominate the stellar
mass of a galaxy.
From the above we conclude that SoRs formed in low-
mass halos. When these halos merged hierarchically to form
more massive halos, these stars were accreted as well and
build-up the stellar halo of the merger remnant. As a result,
SoRs at z = 0, inhabit mostly the outskirts of the more
massive halos.
In fact, in more massive haloes, Mh > 10
13M, which
includes groups and clusters, approximately 80 percent of
the SoRs reside in the outskirts of the central galaxy at dis-
tances r > 20 kpc (magenta curve in Fig. 10). Furthermore,
3 percent of all the stars at r > 20 kpc in such massive haloes
are SoRs. Combined with the fact that about 50 per cent of
SoRs are associated with these massive galaxies (Fig. 9), we
conclude that almost half of all SoRs in the Universe form
part of the stellar halo of massive galaxies, where they con-
tribute to their intra-cluster light.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The Universe was most likely reionized by massive stars.
These have short lifetimes, and hence leave no age-datable
remnants today. However any low-mass stars that formed
contemporaneously with these ‘reionizers’ can be studied in
the local universe and the galactic archaeology of such ‘sib-
lings of reionization’ (SoRs) is an alternative way to study
reionization.
In this paper, we identified SoRs in the eagle simu-
lations (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015) as stars that
formed before redshift z = 6. This is motivated by the model
for reionization by Sharma et al. (2017), who suggest that
stars formed at high surface density of star formation are
mostly responsible for producing the ionising photons that
escaped their galaxy and ionised the intergalactic medium.
Figure 10. Cumulative stellar mass distribution as a function of
distance, r, to the centre of the galaxy for eagle galaxies at red-
shift z = 0. Colours refer to galaxies in a narrow bin of halo mass:
blue lines 1010 6 Mh/M 6 1011, green lines 1011 6 Mh/M 6
1012, and red lines 1012 6 Mh/M 6 1013. The distribution for
all stars is plotted as dashed lines, that of SoRs as solid lines.
The distribution of SoRs in halos with Mh/M > 1013 selected
from the eagle simulation Ref-L100N1504, which has co-moving
volume (100 Mpc)3, is shown as the magenta curve. At any halo
mass, SoRs are relatively more abundant in galaxy outskirts; this
is particularly evident for the most massive halos (red and ma-
genta curves).
Their reasoning is that, when star formation occurs at high
surface density, it efficiently drives winds that create chan-
nels through which ionising photons can escape. In the ea-
gle simulations we find that most star formation above
z = 6 occurs at the required threshold surface density -
because high-z galaxies form stars vigorously and are small
- hence our identification of SoRs with stars that form be-
fore z = 6 (none of our results would change significantly if
we used z = 5 or z = 7 instead).
We examined the properties of SoRs in eagle galaxies
that resemble the Milky Way (MW) in Section 3, assuming
MW galaxies are hosted in halos of massMh ∼ 1012 M . We
find that SoRs are significantly overabundant in α-elements,
a consequence of rapid enrichment by low-Z type II SNe.
Comparing these overabundances to MW stars from the
saga database (Suda et al. 2011), we find that overabun-
dances in Si and Mg are higher in eagle than observed,
plausibly as a result of the lack of mixing with type Ia ejecta
and overly high type II yields in the simulation. This does
not affect carbon as much because carbon is not produced
in type Ia SNe. Indeed, we find good agreement between
[C/Fe] as a function of [Fe/H] between eagle and sage.
Examining [C/Fe] abundances in eagle MW-galaxies
in more detail, we find that a significant fraction of SoRs
are CEMP stars and similarly, a large fraction of CEMP
stars, in particular of CEMP-no stars (lacking in neutron
capture elements), are SoRs. Quantitatively, 45 per cent of
CEMP stars ([C/Fe]> 1) at [Fe/H]< −2 are SoRs, and con-
versely 20 per cent of SoRs at [Fe/H]< −2 are CEMP stars
(with [C/Fe]' 1). These numbers may well depend on the
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Figure 11. Upper panel: Distribution of SoRs in haloes in eagle
at redshift 0 (blue), 6 (green) and 8 (red). Most of the SoRs at
high redshift live in low mass haloes contrary to the trend at
low redshift. Lower Panel: the median fraction of SoRs that were
accreted via mergers post reionization at z 6 6 in present day
galaxies is shown as a solid blue curve with shaded region showing
20th and 80th percentile. There are few galaxies in the simulation
volume with Mh > 7× 1011 M: these are shown individually as
blue circles.
physical models implemented in the simulation; nevertheless
the trends that we obtain are likely robust.
One of the trends that we find is that the fraction
of stars (and SoRs) that are carbon enhanced (CEMP)
increases rapidly with decreasing metallicity (Fig. 5). At
metallicities of [Fe/H]< −4, more than half of CEMP stars
are SoRs, and conversely, a similar fraction (& 50 per cent)
of SoRs are CEMP stars. Furthermore, the CEMP stars
at such low metallicities are of CEMP-no subtype. This
leads us to conclude that, at lowest metallicities, to a good
approximationCEMP-no stars and SoRs are the same pop-
ulation.
We also examined the distribution of SoRs in other
galaxies in the simulation (Section 4). Some low-mass galax-
ies have no SoRs at all, whereas some have a very high frac-
tion of SoRs, up to 10 per cent. More massive galaxies typ-
ically have a small fraction of SoRs, of order 0.01 per cent.
The shape of the galaxy stellar mass function still results
in most SoRs inhabiting massive galaxies: approximately
70 per cent of SoRs are in galaxies of mass M? ' 1010 M.
A large fraction of these are accreted rather than formed in
situ. The net result is that SoRs tend to inhabit the outskirts
of massive galaxies.
We therefore conclude that CEMP-no stars are the sib-
lings of the stars that reionized the Universe. These stars
formed in small galaxies before z = 6 and & 50 percent of
them ended up in the outskirts of massive galaxies today,
where they contribute to the intracluster light. Determina-
tion of the mass in such intracluster stars can be translated
into constraints on the initial mass function of the stars that
reionized the Universe since these low mass stars formed con-
temporaneously with the high mass stars that produced the
ionizing photons. Obtaining more details on the abundances
of CEMP-no stars in the intracluster light may be challeng-
ing, but a good start could be made by studying them in
the Milky Way, where we predicted that SoRs (and CEMP-
no stars) are mostly found in the stellar halo. Our model of
reionization would be invalidated if such investigations were
to uncover a very low overall number of such stars.
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Figure 12. The net abundance ratios of [C/Fe] (solid lines) and
[Si/Fe] (dashed lines) in the ejecta of massive stars and their
supernova descendants, as a function of progenitor stellar mass
and shown for two values of the progenitor metallicity. These are
the yields used in eagle and are described in detail by Wiersma
et al. (2009b). [C/Fe] yields are sub-solar for low-mass SNe, even
at low Z. At higher progenitor masses, [C/Fe] becomes super-
solar. In contrast, [Si/Fe] is always at least close to solar, and
often super-solar. At low Z, Fe does not escape the core during
the SN explosion, and the ejecta are highly enriched in both C
and Si compared to Fe, in the limiting case ejecta do not contain
Fe but only lighter α elements.
APPENDIX: SUPERNOVAE YIELDS AND THE
DISTRIBUTION OF [α/Fe]
As discussed in the main text, the oldest stars were mostly en-
riched by low metallicity type II SNe. The yields for massive stars
and their associated supernovae, as used in eagle, are described
in detail by Wiersma et al. (2009b) and are shown in Fig. 12 for
two different values of the progenitor metallicity Z as a function
of initial stellar mass. The net ejecta of these massive stars is
typically super-solar in both [C/Fe] and [Si/Fe] (as well as other
α-elements), in particular for massive progenitors stars at low Z.
Enrichment in eagle is time resolved, meaning that a re-
cently formed star particle will enrich its gas neighbours with the
yields from its most massive progenitor stars first, before enrich-
ing it with ejecta from lower mass SNe. It is thus possible for
a gas particle to be enriched with produce that originates only
from, say, very massive Z ∼ 0 stars. In the onion model for the
SN precursor, α elements with higher atomic number A lie deeper
in the stellar interior. These deeper layers may not be able to es-
cape fall back after the star explodes, which is thought to happen
at low initial Z when the precursor massive star is more strongly
bound. This model therefore predicts that low-Z SNe have yields
that are very high in [C/Fe] (potentially only producing C and
no Fe at all), but less so in [Mg/Fe] and even less in in [Si/Fe]
(because eventually neither the Si, nor the Fe core, is blasted into
space). The enrichment implementation in eagle should be able
to capture this, with the caveat that injection of SN energy is
currently not time resolved: all energy associated with SNe is in-
jected 30 Myears after the star particle formed. As a consequence
it is possible that most gas particles are typically enriched by the
whole initial mass function worth of massive stars, because the
enriched gas particle remains near the star particle.
The resulting enrichment pattern in eagle is analysed in
more detail in Fig. 13: as expected, a relatively significant frac-
tion of stars that form early (SoRs, formed before z = 6) is highly
over abundant in [C/Fe], [Mg/Fe] and [Si/Fe] (full lines in bottom
left panel) as compared to all stars in z = 0 MW galaxies (corre-
sponding dotted lines). Comparing the trends for the different α
elements in SoRs in more detail, we notice that C and Mg track
each other much better than that they track Si, consistent with Si
having much higher atomic number: for a range of progenitor mass
and initial metallicity, the lighter α elements C and Mg are ejecta
from the SN, when Si, and to a much larger extent Fe, are not.
This is the origin of the very high [C/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] stars, while
there are far fewer high [Si/Fe] stars. Also striking is the sharp
upturn in the [Si/Fe] curve around [Si/Fe]=1, below which both
Si and Fe are ejected yielding near solar [Si/Fe]. The transition
from supersolar to near solar abundances in [C/Fe] and [Mg/Fe]
is much more gentle. The different behaviour of Si compared to
Mg and C is also clear from the top left panel of Fig. 13: very
high overabundances in [Si/Fe] are very much restricted to the
very earliest episodes of star formation, with nearly 80 per cent
of stars with [Si/Fe]> 1 formed before z = 6. In contrast, only
40 and 15 per cent of stars formed before z = 6 have [Mg/Fe]> 1
and [C/Fe]> 1, respectively.
Interestingly, although the eagle α-element patterns exhibit
the behaviour expected from the onion model of SN progenitors,
if anything the trend is more pronounced in the saga data (Suda
et al. 2011). In the observations, we do indeed find stars very
highly enriched in [C/Fe], as we did in eagle but the fraction
of stars very highly obver abundant in [Si/Fe] is much lower,
consistent with Si enrichment tracking Fe better than C enrich-
ment does. Similarly many fewer saga stars have extremely high
[Mg/Fe] compared to eagle.
In addition to biases and lack of completeness in the data,
there are several possible reasons for the discrepancy, including (i)
exaggerated lack of pollution of early stars with Fe from type Ia
in eagle, (ii) lack of mixing of gas enriched by type II SNe with
different progenitor masses, (iii) issues with the yields of mas-
sive stars used, or (iv) differences in the initial stellar initial mass
function. The right panels in Fig. 13 show that the impact of
type Ia SNe is not large in eagle, although of course we could
have underestimated the amount of Fe produced by these stars -
and how well that Fe is mixed with gas enriched by type II SNe.
Such effects due to lack of mixing are difficult to quantify, but
it is striking how well the fraction of stars with a given [C/Fe]
in SoRs tracks that measured in saga. In the data we see a rel-
atively pronounced upturn in the curves of [Mg/Fe] and [Si/Fe],
pointing to a substantial increase in the fraction of SoRs with
abundances of [Mg/Fe]. 0.5 and [Si/Fe]. 0.5. For [Si/Fe], this
upturn is reminiscent of the much sharper upturn which occurs
at [Si/Fe]∼ 0.9, possibly a hint that low-Z SNe have too high Si
yields in the simulation. In the simulation, this is even more the
case for Mg.
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Figure 13. Cumulative distribution of the abundance ratios for different α-elements in eagle MW stars. Bottom left panel: Distribution
of [C/Fe] (black), [Mg/Fe] (purple) and [Si/Fe] (red) for all stars (dashed lines) and for SoRs (i.e. formed before redshift z = 6, full lines).
Observed stars taken from the saga database (Suda et al. 2011) are plotted as symbols, black circles show [C/Fe], purple circles show
[Mg/Fe], and red circles show [Si/Fe]. Top left panel: Fraction of eagle stars with a given value of [α/Fe] that are SoRs, using the same
colour scheme. Right panels show the same curves for eagle but after removing the contribution from type Ia SNe. The saga data is
repeated to guide the eye.
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